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Impact of Self C Parameter on SVM-based
Classification of Encrypted Multimedia
Peer-to-Peer Traffic

Vanice Canuto Cunha1,2, Damien Magoni3, Pedro R. M. Inácio2, and Mario M.
Freire2 ∗

Abstract Home users are increasingly acquiring, at lower prices, electronic devices
such as video cameras, portable audio players, smartphones, and video game de-
vices, which are all interconnected through the Internet. This increase in digital
equipment ownership induces a massive production and sharing of multimedia con-
tent between these users. The supervised learning machine method Support Vector
Machine (SVM) is vastly used in classification. It is capable of recognizing pat-
terns of samples of predefined classes and supports multi-class classification. The
purpose of this article is to explore the classification of multimedia P2P traffic using
SVMs. To obtain relevant results, it is necessary to properly adjust the so-called Self
C parameter. Our results show that SVM with linear kernel leads to the best classifi-
cation results of P2P video with an F-Measure of 99% for C parameter ranging from
10 to 70 and to the best classification results of P2P file-sharing with an F-Measure
of 98% for C parameter ranging from 30 to 70. We also compare these results with
the ones obtained with Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) tests and Chi-square tests. It is
shown that SVM with linear kernel leads to a better classification performance than
KS and chi-square tests, which reached an F-Measure of 67% and 70% for P2P file-
sharing and P2P video, respectively, for KS test, and reached an F-Measure of 85%
for both P2P file-sharing and P2P video for chi-square test. Therefore, SVM with
linear kernel and suitable values for the Self C parameter can be a good choice for
identifying encrypted multimedia P2P traffic on the Internet.
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1 Introduction

According to the 2020 report from Sandvine [1], 80% of the current Internet traffic
is generated by three key application classes: video, gaming, and social sharing.
Among these applications, video corresponds to the largest traffic volume. More
specifically, video streaming grew its overall traffic share during lockdown, which
included accelerated video releases to streaming, binge-watching multiple seasons
of TV shows, search for entertainment and information on what is happening in the
world and video traffic from social networks like TikTok. Among video streaming
applications, we pay a particular attention in this paper to peer-to-peer (P2P) video
streaming. According to the global application total traffic share in 2020 reported by
Sandvine [1], BitTorrent is the fourth most used application/platform after YouTube,
NetFlix and HTTP-based streaming.

For P2P media streaming, users can take advantage of their aggregated upload
bandwidth capacity for efficiently distributing video content among themselves.
However, P2P traffic, including BitTorrent traffic, is difficult to detect, prioritize
or mitigate, namely inside organizations, specially when protocol obfuscation tech-
niques are used.

Streaming sessions among peers can last for long periods, which can interfere
with the available network bandwidth in organizations required to perform critical
network-based enterprise tasks. For this reason, Internet Service Providers (ISPs)
and network administrators in organizations consider the identification and classifi-
cation this type of traffic as an important matter, enabling to appropriately managing
resource allocation and planning future network growth [2, 3].

On the other hand, nowadays P2P traffic is often encrypted and has varying
packet lengths. It is important to classify encrypted multimedia P2P traffic to prop-
erly manage the network’s resources. In that context, recognizing the different types
of apps that use the network’s resources and classify them is a pre-requirement that
contributes for an advanced management of the network, such as providing quality
of service (QoS) and price, besides identifying anomalies.

P2P multimedia applications can affect the performance of servers, services or
critical applications of organizations or tasks dependent on the network. In this sit-
uation, a network administrator may need to impose limitations on P2P traffic, by
limiting the transmission rate, differentiating services or even blocking those con-
nections, to ensure a good performance of the internal applications, and / or to en-
force rules to regulate the use of P2P systems.

The purpose of this article is to investigate the impact of both adjusting the Self
C parameter and selecting a particular SVM kernel for specifically classifying mul-
timedia P2P traffic.
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2 Related Work

Recently, many studies have been carried out to classify traffic with the help of the
SVMs [4–18]. Some of them have optimized the kernel settings and SVM param-
eters to improve the classification results, such as in [6, 18]. Self C is one of the
parameters of SVM, also denominated as C Penalty, corresponding to the degree of
punishment and causing implications on the experimental results. It is important to
properly adjust this parameter, as it will directly affect the network traffic classifi-
cation effectiveness. This parameter is responsible for the optimization of the SVM,
avoiding an incorrect classification, being thus a regularization parameter [19].

Several works addressed the classification of Internet traffic using SVM, as we
show concisely in Table 1. However, to our knowledge, the current literature is lack-
ing a study presenting the impact of the adjustment of specific SVM parameters for
the classification of multimedia P2P traffic. Therefore, this article addresses this
issue.

Table 1 Summary of the main points on traffic classification using SVM addressed in articles
found in the literature. In the Performance column: Precision - P, Recall – R, Accuracy – A, F-
Measure – FM.

Work Method
Real-time
Operation

Detection of
Encrypted Traffic Performance(%)

Mavroforakis et al. (2006) [7] SVM No No A: -
Yuan et al. (2010) [9] SVM No Yes A: 81.75 and 95.98
Aggarwal et al. (2017) [8] SVM and Naı̈ve Bayes Yes Yes A: 88.88
Aamir et al. (2019) [16] SVM + KNN + RF No No A: 95 – 96.66
Rezvani et al. (2019) [4] Fuzzy + SVM No No A: 99.44
Tang et al. (2019) [5] SVM + Wavelet (WL) No No A:-
Akinyelu et al.(2019) [10] SVM No No A: -

Sankaranarayanan et al. (2019) [12] SVM No Yes
A: -

Han et al. (2019) [13] Entropy + SVM No No -
Luo et al. (2019) [14] SVM and Genetic Algorithm Yes No A: 100; FM: 61 – 66.67
Budiman et al. (2019) [18] SVM No No A:-
Şentaş et al. (2020) [15] SVM Yes No A:-
Raikar et al. (2020) [17] SVM, NB, Nearest Centroid Yes No A: 91 - 96

3 Methodology

3.1 Classification Method

SVM takes ground on the static learning theory, which aims to provide requirements
to pick a classifier that has a good performance. SVM is a supervised learning ma-
chine consisting of training and test phases for the available data groups.

It is capable of recognizing sample patterns of pre-defined classes, of supporting
multiclass learning, and of implementing the one-against-one approach. In this ap-
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proach, for k classes, k(k− 1)/2 classifiers are built. Depending on the number of
classes, each classifier is trained as if there were two classes only: the intended one
and all others. For the implementation of this work, the one-against-one approach
was used [20].

The choice of the Kernel function is vital in the learning process and classifi-
cation with the SVM. This choice can have a meaningful role in the results. For
Zhongsheng et al. in [21], when we use SVM, and properly choose the kernel func-
tions, better results are reached.

As an example, in the training phase the SVM uses techniques to divide data
that are not divided with the linear kernel function use. To determine the separation
hyperplane, the smooth margin technique allows an error margin of the classifica-
tion. In SVM’s training phase, there is a parameter set by the user that specifies the
allowed smoothness of this margin.

Some parameters of the SVM method for classification are defined by the user,
including the Self C parameter. The C parameter is responsible for the optimization
of the SVM, preventing the classification from being done incorrectly. Self C is
the main parameter in the SVM, this parameter is responsible for the tolerance and
the level of acceptance of error in the classification [22]. The application of SVM
for traffic identification requires fine-tuning the algorithm and the adjustment of
its parameters for the classification of multiclass traffic. A trade-off must found
between the efficiency and the Accuracy of the detection. The proposed method is
also applicable to encrypted network traffic.

One of the problems encountered in configuring the classification with the SVM
method was the selection of the kernel and its parameter values.

In this work, we explored the usage of four different kernels for SVM: the linear
kernel, the sigmoid kernel, the Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel, and the poly-
nomial (degree = 3) kernel. The higher the C value, the higher the probability to
get all training points classified correctly [23]. The main settings for the SVM algo-
rithm are the kernel employed and the error or cost penalty parameter C, which is
beneficial in network traffic classification problems as shown in [24]. With respect
to the cost variable, we tried several values in the interval [0.1; 70.0]. In most
implementations of an SVM technique (e.g., in Python), the Self C parameter comes
with a default value of 1.0. Table 2 shows the parameters used for the classification.

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the classifier adopted to perform the classi-
fication. Raw data were pre-processed, extracting the distribution of the size of the
packets by flows, forming a new database. This new base served as input for the
SVM method, where 30% of the base sample was used for the training set, gener-
ating the training models and the other 70% of the sample was used for the test set.
For classification, SVM uses the models generated in the training set together with
the test set. After these procedures, we obtained the exit from the classification.

The experiments were executed on a desktop computer running Ubuntu 14.04.5
Operating System and equipped with a 64-bit Intel core i7, 2.93GHz, 6GiB of sys-
tem memory.
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Table 2 SVM parameters used for optimizing encrypted multimedia traffic detection.

Parameter Value

Self C [0.1; 70.0]
Kernel ’linear’, ’sigmoid’, ’RBF’, ’poly’
Degree 3
Gamma auto deprecated
Coef 0 0.0
shrinking True
probability False
tol 0.001
cache size 200
class weight None
verbose False
max iter -1
decision function shape ovr
random state None

Fig. 1 Architecture of the classifier.

For classification with SVM, the sklearn module2 provided by the scikit-learn
python library [25] was used and applied to our data set. The classification was
divided into 3 steps, as follows:

• Step 1 - Data treatment - Generation of the new database: For this step, a script
GeraBaseSV MNew.py was created using the python language, whose objective

2 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.svm.
SVC.html
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is to convert the raw database into a new database, which was used as input in
SVM. First, we treat the flows using the tuple [source ip, destination ip, packet
size] we extract from the streams the distribution of the relative frequencies of
the size of the packets per stream, forming a new database.
We create buckets to calculate the distribution of the relative frequency. The fea-
tures, were the buckets, where each row, has 100 columns, considered a feature.
The conversion of the raw database into a new database of relative frequency was
necessary to improve computational performance.
Mapping the classes - The classes were defined based on the IP of each applica-
tion, for each collective file, formed a Target database with the protocols.

• Step 2 - Training and test phase - The database generated by the script in step
1, was used to generate the models (training phase) and test. To perform the
tests, the models were created using the script SV M Multiclass.py [26] also im-
plemented in python, in addition, this script was used to classify and return the
classification reports [27].

• Step 3 - Data validation and performance evaluation.

3.2 Dataset and Classification Features

In this research work, we use a dataset which was also described in a previously
published work [28]. The data set contains approximately 25 GB of network traf-
fic traces generated by different Internet applications and services, captured using
the tcpdump tool and stored on disk. Since the flows were previously stored in a
database, all tests carried out in this work have used offline classification only.

The data stored and generated by machines dedicated to a specific traffic, allowed
us by construction to obtain the ground truth for the classes.

To accomplish step 1, it is necessary to calculate or update the cumulative proba-
bility distribution of the size of the packets per each type of flow, so that we can later
obtain the values of the relative frequencies by type of flow, as shown in the table
3. With the amount of data obtained, the calculation of the distribution function was
performed as follows:

• 100 buckets were defined for counting the occurrences of packet sizes.
• In each bucket, the number of observed packets having a size falling within the

bounds of the bucket will be counted (Observed Frequency fi).
• Once the observed frequencies are obtained, the relative frequencies are calcu-

lated by Eq. (1).

f ri =
fi

n
, (1)

where n represents the total number of transmissions observed in each “Traf-
fic Class” or “Application/Protocol”; table 3 shows the distribution of flows. The
classes considered for the traffic analysis are commonly used on the Internet, and
are briefly presented in Table 4.
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Table 3 Definition of the buckets for the distribution of packet sizes.

Bucket Packet size bounds Frequency Relative Frequency

1 0 - 15 f1 f r1
2 16 - 31 f2 f r2
3 32 - 47 f3 f r3
.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
100 1584 - 1600 f 100 f r100

Table 4 Analyzed traffic flows.

Application / Protocol Traffic Class Number of flows

Bittorrent P2P file-sharing 961
Edonkey P2P file-sharing 961
Gaming Runscape P2P Video 418
Gaming War of legends P2P Video 418
Ppstream P2P Video 419
Sopcast P2P Video 419
Tvu P2P Video 418
Http, web browsing, telnet Others a 179

aThe other classes are those that are not mapped.

4 Evaluation

4.1 Classification Results

After obtaining the results (output) provided by the classifier, the results were vali-
dated through the ground truth and evaluated using the confusion matrix, the Recall,
Precision and F-measure metrics as defined in [29].

The features used as entrance to our classification were relative frequencies and
accumulated frequencies. The results obtained through SVM were compared to the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov(KS) and Chi-squared tests [30]. KS was used with the aim
to select the distribution that best represents the applications (flows). On the other
hand, Chi-squared test [31] was used to compare the relative frequency distribution
to the relative frequency of a distribution previously selected that represents a traffic
or application class. KS is defined by [30]:

D = MAXx | F1,n(x)−F2,n′(x) |, (2)

where F1,n and F2,n′ are the accumulated distributions that were compared and for
each variable n, n′ were determined, that represents the observation numbers.

Chi-squared is defined by [31]:
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X2 =
k

∑
i=1

(xi −Ei)
2

Ei
, (3)

where xi and Ei (0 ≤ i ≤ k) are respectively the observed and expected frequencies,
and k ∈ N represents the number of buckets.

The resulting classifications using the SVM classifier with the linear, RBF, sig-
moid and polynomial kernels are shown in figures 2, 3 and 4. The amount of
support was 2091 for the P2P video class and 1922 for the P2P file-sharing. The
support is the number of occurrences of the class specified in the data set. In the
case of our article, it corresponds to the number of items in the class (flows).

We observe that SVM can classify multimedia traffic and that we can optimize
the results by adjusting the C parameter, specifically for P2P multimedia traffic. The
results demonstrate that there is an impact of the parameter self C on the classifica-
tion. The factor of that impact for the values self C = [0.1; 70.0], are shown in
figures 2, 3 and 4 for each SVM kernel.

The results obtained in the linear kernel with C = (0.1, 0.5) were below the val-
ues obtained with the default parameter, corresponding to 91% of Precision for the
P2P video class with the self C = (0.1) and 89% of Precision for the P2P class
file-sharing. For both the P2P video and P2P file-Sharing classes, we obtained the
best results with the linear kernel from self C = (30.0), when the classifier reached
its highest classification level for both classes, reaching 99% of Precision, 100%
Recall, and 98% F-Measure, as shown in 2, 3 and 4.

Fig. 2 Precision, as a function of Self C parameter, of SVM-based classification for P2P video and
P2P file sharing traffic.

The results obtained with the RBF kernel showed a significant impact when com-
pared to values of self C lower than the default and values greater than the default,
mainly for the P2P file-sharing class. For this class, the impact was a 74% improve-
ment in the performance of the F-measure with self C = (30.0), as shown in 4.

The calculation of F-Measure was important to evaluate the efficiency of the
classification, since it represents the value of the harmonic mean between the values
found for Recall and Precision. For the P2P video and P2P file-sharing classes,
Precision was higher than Recall, indicating that the methodology has greater ability
to reduce false positive samples (type II error), than false negative samples (type I
error).
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Fig. 3 Recall, as a function of Self C parameter, of SVM-based classification for P2P video and
P2P file sharing traffic.

Fig. 4 F1-Score, as a function of Self C parameter, of SVM-based classification for P2P video and
P2P file sharing traffic.

Analyzing the impact of self C, in the classification with the sigmoid kernel, we
can see that the biggest impact was on the performance of the P2P file-sharing class.
With the self C = (0.1) we have a performance so low that it reached 0% of Precision,
Recall and F-measure. For self C = (70.0), we reached the highest performance point
for the P2P file-sharing class where we obtained 91% of Precision, 93% of Recall
and 92% of F-measure.

For the classification with the polynomial kernel, for both the P2P video class and
the P2P file-sharing class, there was no impact. The performance for both classes
remained the same for all tested self C values. We can conclude that given the analy-
sis of figures 2, 3 and 4 and for our test scenario, the self C in the polynomial kernel
did not have any impact on the classification performance.

For results with C = 50, it can be seen by the analysis that the P2P video and
P2P file-sharing classes achieved 99% and 97% of Precision with the linear kernel
and 94% and 91% of Precision, respectively, with the RBF, showing an excellent
performance to discriminate how many instances are correctly classified in these
classes. However, the linear kernel exhibited higher Precision results for P2P video
and a slightly better one for P2P file-sharing. The P2P video classes obtained 100%
of Precision with the linear and RBF kernels, and 99% of Recall, which means
that both are able with high performance to identify how many of this class are
encounters across the number of elements of that class. For the P2P file-sharing
class, the linear kernel presented a better result for the Recall, although the result
obtained for the RBF kernel is also considered. The method using the polynomial
kernel obtained 49% of Precision for the P2P video class. It could not classify the
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data set with the relative frequencies used in this article. The results achieved for the
P2P file sharing class were very low or close to 0, for all values of C in [0.1; 70.0].

Table 5 presents a comparison among classification results obtained with SVM
with linear and RBF kernels, KS, and Chi-square tests. In the classification with
the KS statistical method, we obtained a Precision of 84% for P2P file-sharing and
100% for P2P Video. For P2P file-sharing and P2P video, we obtained a Recall of
56%. The F-Measure values were 67% for P2P file-sharing and 70% for P2P video.
This means that the classification with the statistical method KS had a lower average
performance when compared to the classification with the linear kernel associated
with a C parameter in the range of 30 to 70, and with the RBF kernel associated
with a C parameter in the range of 50 to 70.

Table 5 Summary of results - comparative table of the results obtained with SVM-Linear and RBF
in the best range of C parameter, KS and Chi-Square.

Performance
Methods

Linear kernel (C=[30 -70]) RBF kernel (C=[50-70]) KS Chi-Square
P2P file-sharing P2P Video P2P file-sharing P2P Video P2P file-sharing P2P Video P2P file-sharing P2P Video

Precision 97% 99% 91% 94% 84% 100% 91% 100%
Recall 99% 100% 94% 99% 56% 56% 80% 74%
F-Measure 98% 99% 92% 97% 67% 70% 85% 85%

In the classification with the Chi-square statistical method, we obtained a Preci-
sion of 91% and a Recall of 80% for P2P file-sharing, and a Precision of 100%, and
a Recall of 74% for the P2P video. The F-Measure values achieved 85% for P2P
file-sharing and P2P video. This means that the Chi-square achieved performance
average better than KS, with 15% higher for P2P video and 18% higher for P2P
file-sharing. Although these values are better than compared to KS, the statistical
method chi-square was low to the mean performance when compared to linear ker-
nel and RBF kernel with the adjusted C parameter. In linear kernel with the parame-
ter C in the range of 30 to 70, we obtained 15% more than the performance average
when compared to chi-square. On RBF kernel with C parameter in the range of 50-
70, we obtained 7% more than Chi-square for P2P file-sharing and 12% for P2P
video.

Our results have shown that the linear kernel leads to the best classification results
of P2P video with an F-Measure of 99%, which is achieved for C parameter ranging
from 10 to 70. The linear kernel also leads to the best classification results of P2P
file-sharing with an F-Measure of 98%, which is achieved for values of C parameter
between 30 to 70.

4.2 Computational Performance

We evaluate the computational performance by measuring CPU consumption (in %)
and memory consumption (in MB) during the execution time needed to classify the
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database using psrecord 3. Figures 5 and 6 show the computational performance of
the linear, RBF, sigmoid, and polynomial kernels which presented the most signif-
icant results in the classification. During our tests, we have seen that the memory
consumption was more significant when compared to the CPU consumption.

Analyzing the results, it can be seen that the memory is released by the process
at the end of the execution of the linear kernel.

Note that the shortest execution time among the four kernels was obtained for
SVM with the linear kernel, with an execution time of 1.75 seconds.

This does not happen in the RBF kernel at the end of the execution, as we can
see in the graph that the process does not release the memory. The execution time of
the linear kernel is relatively shorter when compared to the RBF kernel. The CPU
usage (in %) is almost the same for both cases.

The computational performance of the sigmoid kernel is lower when compared to
the polynomial kernel. The sigmoid kernel has an execution time which is 2 seconds
shorter than the polynomial kernel. However, it has a longer execution time when
compared to the linear and RBF kernels. As with the linear kernel, the memory is
released as soon as the process is released. CPU consumption is about the same for
both kernels. These results show that the linear kernel, in addition to showing better
classification results, correctly identifies flows that belong to the class and correctly
identifies flows that do not belong to the class and has a lower computational cost.

The computational costs of the classification using the KS and Chi-square meth-
ods were higher compared to the linear, RBF, poly, and sigmoid kernels. Memory
consumption exceeded 600MB for both, and execution time achieved 3000 seconds
for the KS method and almost 400 seconds for the Chi-square method. These exe-
cution times were considered high when compared to the ones of the SVM kernels.

Fig. 5 Computational resource usage in terms of CPU (%) and memory (MB) of linear and RBF
kernels.

3 https://pypi.org/project/psrecord
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Fig. 6 Computational resource usage in terms of CPU (%) and memory (MB) of sigmoid and
polynomial kernels.

Fig. 7 Computational resource usage in terms of CPU (%) and memory (MB) of KS and Chi-
square.

5 Conclusion

SVM classification has shown significantly better results for the linear kernel, RBF,
and Sigmoid, when compared to the Polynomial kernel for the data set presented
in this paper. These results can be attributed to the fact that SVM considers proper-
ties of the multimedia P2P traffic flow, such as the distribution of packets per flow,
an important characteristic to differentiate it from the other protocols and classes
found in internet traffic. With the adjustment of the self C parameter, SVM has
demonstrated a high discrimination capacity for P2P protocols. The more data for
the training are entered, the better the classification will be. When we increase the
value of self C, we notice that the Precision and Recall values also increase. We
can conclude that increasing the values in parameter C reduces type I and II errors
and improves the ability to identify flows. The computational cost for the execution
of the SVM method was presented taking into account the use of both CPU and
memory during the classification. We have observed that over time, the CPU usage
remained the same, while the memory usage increased. Our results show that SVM
can indeed be a good choice for identifying multimedia P2P traffic on the internet.
In comparison with the statistical methods KS and Chi-square, the linear kernel has
shown the best F-measure performance for both P2P file-sharing and P2P video re-
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sults. For future work, we intend to implement new classifiers for the internet traffic
based on statistical methods such as distances and divergences and compare them
with the ones investigated in this article.
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